Using backstepping, which is a recursive nonlinear design method, a novel approach t o c o n trol of induction motors is developed. The resulting scheme leads to a nonlinear controller for the torque and the amplitude of the eld. A combination of nonlinear damping and observer backstepping with a simple ux observer is used in the design. 
The development of the design of high-performance controllers for drives using an induction motor as an actuator is shortly stated by Leonhard 6 as "30 Years Space Vectors, 20 Years Field Orientation and 10 Years Digital Signal Processing with Controlled AC-drives". The relevance of eld oriented control is witnessed by a large numbers of investigations carried out both from a theoretical and a practical point of view 5 . The scheme works with a c o n troller which approximately linearizes and decouples the relation between input and output variables by using the simplifying hypothesis that the actual motor ux is kept constant and equal to some desired value.
In the last 10 years with digital signal processing, signi cant advances have been made in the theory of nonlinear state feedback control 3 , and particular feedback l inearization and input-output decoupling techniques have been successfully applied for control of induction motor drives 7 , 4 , 1 , 2 , 8 , 9 and 10 .
In Krstic, Kanellakopoulos and Kokotovic 11 , a view is opened to a largely unexplored landscape of nonlinear systems with uncertainties. The recursive design methodology developed is called backstepping. With this method the construction of nonlinear feedback control laws and associated Lyapunov functions is systematic and guarantee that the designed system will posses desired properties globally or in a speci ed region of the state space.
While feedback linearization methods require precise models and often cancel some useful nonlinearities, backstepping designs o er a choice of design tools for accommodation of certain nonlinearities and can avoid wasteful cancellations.
In this paper the method is used for design of a eld oriented controller for an induction motor assuming measured rotor speed and stator currents and voltages. The control objectives are tracking of the amplitude of the estimated ux the estimated electrical torque A L y apunov function for the designed system guarantee desired properties in the state space region where the motor is magnetized.
The key items in this paper are a model assuming the speed as a parameter rotor eld orientation a simple ux estimator control of torque and rotor eld amplitude based on nonlinear feedback stability analyzed by a L y apunov function
The paper also shows how a conventional eld oriented controller may be derived from the developed nonlinear controller by omitting some terms. The motor model is described in a rotating reference frame e j with ! = d dt , h a ving the d-axis in the direction of e j and the q-axis orthogonal to the d-axis.
Induction motor model
For the currents and voltages given in stator coordinates i sA i sB i sC a n d u sA u sB u sC the following equations based on the angle de nition given in Fig. 1 The mechanical equation is: Step 2. Step 3.
We n o w turn our attention to the torque tracking objective. A t r a c king error is for^ md 6 = 0 de ned as z 3 
Simulations
In this section sensitivity against change in rotor resistance and magnetizing inductance will be analyzed based on a simulation study. The nonlinear control method will be compared with the traditional rotor ux based Field Oriented Control method with d-q current control loops. Both methods will use the following ux estimator: i mR t = The rotor resistance and the magnetizing inductance change considerably due to variation in temperature and magnetic saturation. For our test motor, a GRUNDFOS 1.1 kW induction motor, these variation can be calculated. The magnetizing inductance is minimal when the motor is unloaded. In that case the motor is very close to saturation. The magnetizing inductance is maximum when the motor torque is maximum. The minimum. and maximum. v alues for the rotor resistance is obtain for cold and hot motor respectively. The analysis of the sensitivity against variation in R r and L m is based on a simulation study. 
Conclusion
A new method based on nonlinear control theory has been compared to the traditional Rotor Field Oriented Control method. Compared to other strategies evolving from the nonlinear control theory reported in the literature this method do not need an adaptation of the motor load. Elimination of this need for adaptation implies that servo performance is present e v en at momentary load torque changes. Both methods are sensitive to motor parameter variations. In the case of a change in L m it would have been expected that the Rotor Field Oriented Control method would have been less sensitive due to the internal current loops, but the simulation studies show that the two methods have nearly the same sensitivity. The nonlinear method has the advantage that it opens for a systematic way of compensating for nonlinearities like magnetic saturation e ects.
